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INTRODUCTION 

This report is concerned with the production of fertilizers frc• rocks 
containing phosphates in •ediu• or low concentrations. Hence these two 
introductory chapters. 

I. FERTILIZATION AND FERTILIZING MATERIALS !/ 

I.l. Why do we make phosphate fertilizers? 

Natural soils are generally poor in phosphorus because of the amounts taken 
out by crops. The growing of crops breaks the al110st closed phosphorus cycle 
characteristic of natural biocoenoses and quite quickly uses up the available 
phosphorus. As a result yields decline and soon bec<>11e negligible. To prevent 
this fro• happening, it is necessary to put back at least as •uch phosphorus as has 
been taken out, and in fact even 11<>re, because the phosphate added as fertilizer 
also has to cover losses due to fixation and aging of the phosphates available in 
the ground. The role of phosphate fertilizers is thus to raise the phosphorus 
level in the soil to 3n acceptable level and keep it there. 

I.2. Fertilizing means balancing the inputs 

The ideas of soil balance, phosphate loss, leaching and fixing, on the one 
hand, and inputs and reserves available in the soil, on the other, have to be fully 
understood. 

I.3. Low soil acidity is preferable to too high pH 

Assimilation of the main nutrients used in agriculture depends largely on the 
pH of the soil in question. 

1/ The following discussion is based on the booklet •Guide sur la 
fertiliaation pho•phatee• published by the International Fertilizer Association 
(IPA) and on articles in the review L'Agriculteur of 30 October 1988. 
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Table l 

Assiailation of nutrients as a function of soil pH 
(pB expressed = pB H20> 

I I I I J ( I I I 
•• .u u • t.J r '·' • u 

Hi.gJt ac:uli ty Alkalimty 
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Source: D. Soltner, Les bases de la production vegetale, vol. 1: Le sol. 

Not~: The width of the black bands in the above table shows, for each nutrient in 
question, what is the optimum pH level for •availability• of the nutrient and how 
that level influences the dynamics of the nutrients. 

I.4. The soil: a living environment with multiple interactions 

The soil is a biological environment acted upon by many highly active 
micro-organisms, which affect the processes of humidification, mineralization and 
absorption of atmospheric nitrogen. 

The nature of this living environment is not a matter of indifference. It 
ought to: 

Be well aerated, aoderately humid, well structured; 

Have optimum pH; 

Be well supplied with calcium and magnesium. 

It is thus the very opposite of inert: it reacts, depending upon its 
components, particularly its microbic and physico-chemical componei•s. 

I.S. Value of soil analysis 

This gives the farmer the information he needs on the different parameters 
regulating the balances in the soil, determining a particular ion's tendency 
towards fixation or availability, of affecting the content of calcium, magnesium 
and micro-nutrients. 
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I.6. What are the aias of industrial phosphate processing? 

In phosphate ores, the phosphorus occurs in foras that are insoluble and not 
available to the plant - essentially as fluor•patite. It is accoapanied by 
i11purities which are a nuisance because they are useless, heavy and unwanted, or 
even toxic. 

The fertilizer industry therefore has to: 

(a) Get the phosphorus into a fora where it will be available to the plant: 

(b) Eliainate the iapurlties (with or without recuperation). 

The following table indicates the aain types of phosphate fertilizer 
production. 
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MAIN PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS 

I.7. Ho·.r soluble are p~osphate fertilizers? 

Commercially, in aost countries, phosphate fertilizers are classified 
according to their solubility in different reagents~ 

I.7.1. Phosphates soluble in water 

E.g. phosphoric acid, monocalcium and mono- and diammonium phosphates. 
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I.7.2. Phosphates soluble in a .. oniu• citrate 

E.g. dicalcium phosphate, Phospal (partly). 

N.B. A distinction h~s to be made, however, between alkaline citrates (Joulie and 
Peterman) and neutral citrate, which also dissolves tricalciu• phosphate in 
precipitation - present, for exaaple, in superphosphates containing large aaounts 
of a .. onia. 

I.7.3. Phosphates insoluble in the two reagents aentio11ed above, but soluble 
in relatively strong acids: e.g. so•e soft apatites. 

Note: The solubility of a phosphate fert1lizer does not by itself indicate how 
effective it will be, particularly in th~ aediu• and long tera. Quite soon after 
they are dissolved in the soil, phosphates react with the soil's c<>11ponents, and it 
is the products thus for•ed that feed the plant. 

I.8. Special role of phosphorus 

Phosphorus is somewhat complicated to use because of the different forms in 
which it c.,n be found. 

The following table taken from Annales de Geabloux shows the many types of 
phosphate fertilizers that are commercially available. The variety of types should 
not really bother the user because what happens to the phosphorus once it gets into 
the soil is practically always the same - it dissociates into phosphoric ions. In 
the soil all these phosph~ric ions will be subject to the same interactions and/or 
attacks of biological or physico-chemical origin. 
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Table 2 

Main types of phosphate fertilizers 

Type of fertilizer Miniau• grade solubility Fineness Base 
required (P205\) (U) equivalent 

Superphosphate: Siaple 16 Neutral aaaoniu• -2 
Concentrated 25 citrate, 93 per 
Triple 38 cent water 0 

Basic slag 10 2 per cent 75\ at 360 +40 
citric acid 96\ at 630 +45 

Dicalciua phosphate precipitate 38 Alkaline a-onium 90\ at 160 
citrate (Peterman) 98\ at 630 

Disaggregated phosphate 24 Alkaline a-onium 75\ at 160 
citrate (Peteraan) 96' at 630 

Alumino-calcium phosphate 30 of which Mineral acids 90\ at 160 
75 Alkaline ammonium 98\ at 630 -6 

citrate (Joulie) 

Soft natural phosphate 25 of which Mineral acids 90\ at 63 
55 Formic acid 99\ at :i.25 +26 

Partly solubilized soft 20 of which Mineral acids 90\ at 160 
natural phosphate 40 Water 98\ at 630 

Source: Annales de Gembloux - 3eme lrimestre 86. Tendances actuelles en matiere 
d'amendeaents et de fuaure de fond. 

It is not quite •all much of a muchness•, however, since the different types of 
phosphate fertilizer& differ in the speed with which they dissociate in the soil. 

to 
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II. INFLUENCE OF THE LOWERING OF TtlE GRADE OF PHOSPHATE RCX:KS ON DIFFERENT LINES 
OF FERTILIZER MANUFACTURE 

II.l. Lowering of the grade of phosphate rock generally has all or some of the 
following conseguences: !/ 

Reduction in the concentrate's P205 content; 

~roble•s created by the presence nf greater quantities of cationic iapurities 
such as Al, Mg, Fe, etc.: 

Siailar probleas with anionic iapurities such as Cl, C01, etc.; 

The effects of an increasing organic content: 

A possible need to show i~9ination as to: 

The quality of the fertilizers that can be produced from these 
phosphates; 

The use of non-conventional pror~~ures to process these phosphates into 
products whose phosphorus can be assiailated hy plants: 

The right production and distribution strategy for these new products 
(poor phosphates and fertilizers made from them). 

II.2. The table reproduced on the next four pages su11J11arizes the effects of 
different impurities present in phosphates on the production of some 
traditional phosphate fertilizers. 

!/ This chapter is largely based on work done by a working group of the IrA 
Technical Committee. 
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II.3. Mineral eleaents essential for the plant 

These are usually divided into: 

(a) Plastic or macro-nutrients 

c 40 to 50 per cent 
0 42 to '' per cent 
e 6 to 7 per cent 

N: l to 3 per cent: P: 0.05 
major fertilizing eleaents 

In all~ 95 per cent of dry 
aatter. They C08e from the 
air and water. 

to l per cent; K: 0.3 to 3 per cent: 

Ca: 0.5 to 3.5 per cent: S: 0.1 to 0.5 per cent: Mg: 0.03 to 
0.8 pe~ cent: secondary fertilizing eleaents. 

Na: 0.01 to 3.5 per cent; Si: 0.005 to 1.35 per cent; Cl: 0.15 to 
0.25 per cent. 

It should also be noted that 

N, P and s play a plastic role because they are the basic constituents 
of proteins and other fundamental substances in vegetable tissues; 

K, Ca and Mg have an essential role in carrying and synthesizing various 
substances and maintain the cation-anion equilibrium within the plant. 

(b) Micro-nutrients which represent no more than an insignificant part of 
the plant's weight - about l per cent, but which are nevertheless essential for the 
plant or for animals: 

Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn, B, Mo, Co, Al, F, Se, Br, I. 

II.4. Considerations relating to low-grade phosphates 

The above list ~hows that the phosphate •iapurities• referred to in 
section II.2 are sometimes elements needed by crops in large quantities, such as 
Ca, Mg and S. 

But in recent decades the fashion for aore and aore concentrated fertilizers, 
generally produced by neutralization of phosphoric acid, has led to their being 
regarded as undesirable, either because they interfere with the technological 
processes (influence on gypsum filtration or the stability of liquid fertilizers) 
or that they dilute the final product siaply by being there. 

But if they are present in the ore in appreciable amounts and are 
complicated, expensive or even impossible to eliminate at the ore-beneficiation 
stage, that is not always a reason for rejecting the ore completely. 

It cannot of course be used to supply a world-class unit producing 
concentrated fertilizers capable of coapeting in all international markets, but it 
may prove very useful for producing lower-grade fertilizers for local or regional 
use. 
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That brings to an end the introduction to this report. Its lengt~. which the 
reader is asked to excuse, is justified by the need to eatablish precisely vhat the 
problem is. 

Given the variety of people vho will have to deal with the subject, it seeaed 
essential to state the basic facts clParly. This vill aake it easier to grasp the 
choices that have to be aade later vith regard to processing techniques, whether 
for aechanical beneficiation or cheaical or theraal processing of the ores. 
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STUDY 

III. GEOLOGY OF PHOSPHATE ORE DEPOSITS 

Without going into full details, • brief account of the three aain aspects -
deposit classification, prospecting, exploration - will help the reader understand 
the facts. !/ 

III.l. Deposit classification 

There is a clear distinction between: 

On the one hand, aaCJ11!tic phosphates lodged in intrusive basic rocks 
such as carbonatite, nepheline syenite, etc. Morphologically, they 
appear as ring structures or lodes, as for exaaple at Iola in tbe 
soviet Union or Phalaborwa in ~tb Africa. The ainerals they contain 
are apatite, rutile, pyrocblore, sphene, calcite and nepheline. 

On the other hand, sediaentary phosphates resulting from direct 
precipitation in a lagoon, as at Khouribga in Morocco. Metlaoui in 
Tunisia, Taiba in Senegal and the Togolese deposit. The apatite, 
present in the fora of pseudo-oolithic pbospborites, is found together 
with calcite, dolomite, pyrites, opal and organic aatter. 

Rote: Only apatite has been developed as a source for fertilizers. Lithiua 
phosphates (aablygonite) are worked for lithiua, rare-earth phosphates (aonazite) 
for rare earth. Iron, aanganese and aluminiua phosphates are no~ worked. Bowev~r, 

SOiie aluminium phosphates aay be the result of lateritic decay of a priaary 
apatite, and recent atteapts have been aade to develop the• (Gabon, Burundi). 
Aluminium phosphate froa Thies is sold as fertilizer after aoderate calcining under 
the name of Phospal (see chaptet V). 

III.2. Prospecting 

At the three stages of research, a distinction will again be aade between: 

Magmatic deposits 

Large-scale research by reaote sensing of rift-type lineaaents or 
ring structures superiaposed on stratifications, faults and relief. 

Strategic research by mapping of associated oil-bearing deposits 
(nephaline syenite, ilaenite granite, etc.). 

Regional research by aapping of geocheaical anoaalies in rare 
earths, titanium, uraniua/thoriua. 

!/ This chapter, like the next one, is based easentially on contributions 
fro• the staff of Syres, a Liege University research group set up in association 
between the Laboratories of Applied Geol09y (Professor Diaanche) and lxtractive 
Metallurgy (Professor Ek) for work aimed at developing natural mineral re•ources, 
including phosphates and in particular low-grade ores. 
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Sediaentary deposits 

Large-scale research by aapping of cold sea currents and anoaalies 
where such currents flow on top of varaer water (upwelling). 

Strategic research by aapping of palaeo-shores. 

Regional research by aapping of geocheaical anoaalies in uraniua. 

Local research by fine sediaentology of different lagoon deposits. 

III.3. Exploration 

This essentially coaprises: 

Grid s~rveys (kiloaetric, hectoaetric, 
coring, or better, i .. ediate logging: 
geostatistically by Fourier transforas 
anoaalies. 

decaaetric) with continuous 
the data are treated 
to give regional aaps of real 

Saapling by wells, trenches or ditches on the basis of the survey 
results. Only strict application of the scientific rules governing the 
above operations will allow a representative sample of the deposit to 
be obtained, justifying the operations to be carried out on it in order 
to establish its properties. 

By cheaical analysis: P205 
CaO/MgO 
Silica 
Aluaina 
Fire waste 
Iron and titanium oxides 
Sulphur 

By aineralogical analysis 

Microscopic and/or X-ray diffraction aethods to establish the types of 
phosphate, the types of carbonate, the aaount of silica, organic aatter 
and pyrites and the way they are found together. 

If necessary, final analysis by electronic aicro-probe to establish the 
reasons for any zone foraation (•zoning•) of phosphoritic pisoliths. 

III.4. Considerations relating to the roles of the geological study 

Before the ore-beneficiation study, it plays an essential role in aaking 
sure that the size of the deposit has been established and that the saaple taken 
duly represents the quality. 

Any error or oaission in this process is liable to result in wasted effort 
or wrong conclusions, causing great financial losses whether the aistake is on the 
high or the low side. 

During the beneficiation study, it is essential that the properties of the 
beneficiated products and the waste should be established by the aethods described 
above so that the most appropriate techniques can be used at each stage in the 
preparation of the ore. Such collaboration between the two disciplines is the 
actual reason for the establishaent of Syres (see annexes 1-6). 
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IV. BEREFICIATION OF LOW-GRADE PHOSPHATE ROCKS !/ 

IV.l. Ore preparation 

IV.1.1. Definitions 

To define the teras used in ore preparation, one ~as first to explain the 
aeaning of certain w~rds as applied in this branch of industry. The definitions do 
not necessarily co1respond to those a~cepted in other scientific or econ<>11ic fields. 

A mineral is a cheaical coapound which is solid at rooa teaperature and has a 
definite crystalline structure. Its cheaical coaposition is not alveys constant. 

Mineral aaterial is a nullber of ainerals aixe~ up together as they occur in 
the earth's crust. By extension, petroleua and natural gas are also regarded as 
aineral aaterial. 

An ore is aineral aaterial which is worth exploiting because its coaponents 
include one or aore particular ainerals regarded as •useful•. The criterion 
establishing that an ore is an ore is thus a~ econoaic one: aineral aaterial does 
not becoae an ore unless the aarket value of the useful ainerals it contains 
exceeds the cost of extracting thea. Other ainerals accoapanying the• that are not 
worth e~tracting are called deads or gangue. Their status as such is obviously not 
fixed in tiae or space. It will be found, for exaaple, that constant 
iapoverishaent of deposits and iaproveaents in technology •ean that aany of 
yestt:day's deads are today's ores or will soon becoae so. 

Ore preparation includes all processes carried out on the aatericl from the 
aining of the ore to the final extraction of the co .. ercial product. 

It thus inclu1es all the procedures for adjusting the granularity - grading, 
fragmentation, aggloaeration - and all vet or dry processes for concentrating 
useful ainerals without chemical aodification of the aaterials (see figure 3 below). 

!/ . ike the last chapter, this one is based largely on information supplied 
by the Syres Natural Resources Research Group, which is a study and research 
association of Liege University. 
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IV.l.2. Objectives 

It is exceptional for aineral aaterials to be usable without preparation, 
just as they are extracted froa the soil or subsoil. Even for rich ores, such as 
soae iron and aanganese ores, for exaaple, the blocKs and pieces taken froa the 
aine have to be reduced to a convenient size. But usually the useful aaterials are 
accoapanied by dead aatter, or gangue, without any value, in which t~ey are even 
often scattered about in grains of varying fineness. For technical and econ011ic 
reasons it is essential to separate the useful ainerals froa the greater part of 
their gangue before eabarking on the operations that belong to aetallurgy or 
industrial cheaistry proper. 

To process crude ore by pyr09etallurgy would aean raising enoraous aasses of 
deads to a high teaperature; fusing as slag they would then carry away a large 
proportion of the aetals to be extracted. Bydr09etallurgical processing voul~ also 
aean considerable los~es of aetal and reagents in the solutions carried away by the 
considerable aass of gangue. 

Siailar considerations apply just as auch to products of industrial cheaistry. 

The cost of transporting the aaterial also plays an iaportant role, as 
aetallurgical or chemical units, unlike beneficiation plants, are often situated 
far away from the aines. 

IV.1.3. Ore preparation processes 

Ore preparation processes are of two aain types: 

1. Those to achieve the desired granularity; 

2. Those to separate the gangue, with possible separation of various useful 
minerals between operations. 

To these principal processes aust be added subsidiary operations, such as 
deads reaoval, separation and recuperation of slime water, etc. 

Granularity preparation comprises grading by size of the pieces, 9rains or 
particles and voluretric reduction by fragaentation or, on the contrary, 
aggloaeration of fines. 

Separation of all or soae of the useful ainerals by ore preparati~n processes 
is obviously only possible if they differ in soae physical p~operty. 

This physical property aay be a~~earance, colour, shininess, grain size, but 
usually it is specific gravity, aagnetic susceptibility, electrical conductivity or 
ability to stick to air bubbles stabilized in froth. 

Separations carried out during ore preparation always include reaoval of a 
considerable proportion of the gangue. 

IV.1.4. Advantages of ore preparation 

Perfect separation cannot be achieved with the ore preparation processes, 
even after many recycling&, and one has to be ready to get an iapure concentrate if 
one does not want to lose auch of the useful aineral or to lose aetal in the waste 
if one wants the conce~trate to be pure. 
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In addition, ores are getting lower and lower in grade and 11<>re and aore 
coaplex. Extraction of the different kinds of ainerals by isolating the• as grains 
which only contain one •ineral (a prerequisite for separating the• froa each other 
proper~y) entails a high degree of fragaentation, resulting in grair.s of such a 
size that they no longer lend theaselves to siaple aechanical concentration. 

On the other hand, wnen it is fe•sible, aechanical concentration of ores by 
strictly physical aeans, in operations carried out at noraal teaperatures, is auch 
11<>re econoaical than any other systea involving a change o! physical state (fusion 
or volatilization) or cheaical state (solution, calcination, oxidoreduction etc.). 

IV.2. The need for physical beneficiation of low-qr~de ores• 

The priaary source of phosphorus is fluorapatite ca10r 2(P04)6, whose 
P205 content is 42.2 per cent. 

The poorer the phosphate, the 11<>re fluorapatite is diluted by other 
substances, which may occur in the ore in three different ways, naaely: !/ 

IV.2.1. In the apatite aolecule itself 

There are frequent substitutions: Mg, Sr, Na, Mn, Fe, Ba for Ca; OH, Cl and 
C03 for F; As and V for P; C03 + F for P04 . 

Carbonate or francolite apatites are usually found in sediaentary phosphates: 

The value of x aay range froa 0 to 1.2; as it increases, the reactivity of 
the phosphate increases. In igneous phosphates, x is usually close to O, which 
explains their low reactivity. 

IV.2.2. In the endogangue 

When phosphate eleaents of sediaentary or1g1n are foraed, iapurities are 
incorporated in the shape of end09angue which does not fora part of the apatite 
structure. It can consist of such varied eleaents as quartz, aaorphous foras of 
silica such as chalcedony, different varieties of carbonates: calcite, doloaite 
and ankerite, sulphides (aainly pyrites), iron and aluainiua oxides in various 
foras, together with organic material. These diluents may take the fora of actual 
inclusions or of matter contained in the fissures of the apatite particles. 

IV.2.J. In the exogangue 

The exogangue consists of all aineral substances in the fora of particles or 
crystals that are entirely separate froa the phosphate aaterial and froa the ceaent 
surrounding thea, when no on-site leaching has take~ place. Ores are divided into 
those whose ganque is aainly siliceous, carbonate or aluaino-ferric. 

• Paragraph IV.2 is illustrated in annexes 1 to 6. 

!/ This information is taken from a lecture JY B. Gaucherand, Director of 
CERMI-ALSTHOM, France. 
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With all these possible diluents, there is an obvious need in the case of 
low-grade phosphates, i.e. those having a P205 content of less than 20-25 per 
cent, to beneficiate thea, in the first place by physical aeans (aechanical, 
hydraulic, aeraulic, aagnetic) before subjecting the• to cheaical processing, 
during which the reaction& aay prove difficult to direct and control if the nature 
and voluae of the diluents are unsuitable. 

IV.3. Types of phosphate ore 

IV.3.1. Phosphate ores can be classified according to the age of the 
foraations to which they belong. 

Ages of the aajor phosphate deposits 

Miocene 

Upper cretaceous, 
Eocene, Upper 
Jurassic 

Low!:r cretaceous 

Permian 

Ordovician 

Cambrian 

Proterozoic 

10-20 a.y. 

60-100 a.y. 

115-150 a.y. 

230-270 a.y. 

U0-480 a.y. 

530-570 a.y. 

570 m.y. 

Major deposits 

Florida, Horth Carolina, Baja California 

Syria, Jordan, Israel, Egypt, Iraq, Algeria, 
Tunisia, Morocco, Senegal, Togo 

Russian platform 

Western USA 

Tennessee, Estonia 

USSR (Karatau), Mongolian People's Republic 
(Hubsugal), South China (Yunan) 

India (Udaipur) 

IV.3.2. A distinction is usually drawn between: 

Ores of igneous origin 

These are usually associated with alkaline or ultrabasic rocks, their chief 
constituent being well-crystalized hydroxy-fluorapatite. Although they are often 
very poor in P205 (averaging 4 per cent), their crystallinity, low rate of 
substitution and alaost c<>11plete absence of inclusions aake it possible to obtain 
the richest concentrates (35-39.5 per cent of P205). 

Ores of sediaentary origin 

Of aarine origin, their chief phosphate constituen' is francolite. The 
phosphate content varies widely according to the degree of substitution and the 
level of other coaponents. The aost viable are those in which ataospheric action 
and natural leaching have eliainated as aany foreign bodies as possible. 
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IV.4. Industrial beneficiation processes 

IV.4.l. Phosphates of igneous origin 

IV.4.l.l. With siliceous gangue 

·rhe following plants may be cited: 

Kola (USSR) - 20 million tpy with 39 per cent P205 
Palabora (South Africa) - 2.75 million tpy with 36.5 per cent P205 
Siilinjarvi (Finland) - 0.6 aillion tpy with 31.5 per cent P205 

This latter concentrate is obtained from one of the lowest-grade phosphate 
ores in the world (3.5 per cent P205), which is beneficiated by a factor close 
to 10. 

AMIMa .... T ..... 

FrM&ioa w-... A-1 l>lldlm. W.ip& . __, .... A-1 ow.a. ... " "-•P. .. " " 
,. ,.,Jo, " 

.1u 9.4 o.s 1.4 10.3 O.l 6.1 

315-200 10.1 2.0 S.I S.4 )7.7 6.0 15.7 9.1 0.l S.7 

200·125 ll.0 ).) 12.l 11.5 37.I 12.6 91.7 ll.7 O.l I.I 

125·90 12.S 3.9 14.0 12.1 3.U 12.5 93.I II.I 0.3 6.9 

~75 7.1 4.1 9.1 7.0 31.9 1.0 94.S 5.1 0.3 ·3.4 

75-40 12.4 4.5 16.l IS.I 37.1 16.S 94.1 14.0 0.3 1.3 

41.9 JO.I "u 79.1 34.6 
.. 

0.9 61.S 
40-0 35.S 4.0 40.1 

T.ul 100.0 " IOG.I .... JU llU 17.0 .... .., 100.0 

The composition of this phosphate is shown in figure 1 and table I below. 

fig. 1 : Min•81ogicel F..cw- of U.. 
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The flow sheets of the Siilinjarvi and Kola beneficiation plants are 
reproduced below: 

Ag. 2: Flew '"'"' of Ap9ttte .............. et •• ...,,,. 

_ ... __ _ 
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I ........ 
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,.. ,. ..... .0 ...... ... 
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IV.4.1.2. With carbonate gangue 

Beneficiation of these ores is auch more recent; it began in 1970 in Bra=il, 
where there are at least three industrial plants - Jacupiranga, Araxa and Catalao 
processing phosphates with calcareous gangue containing other ainer41S such as 
magnetite, barite, etc. The~e ores are found in •alkaline chimneys•, in which 
apatite may occur in one or more of the ambient alkaline rocks. The Jacupiranga 
plant, which extracts apatite from unaltered carbonatite co~taining 80 per cent 
calcite and only 10 per cent apatite, is only equalled in complexity by the 
Siilinjarvi plant referred to above. The flow sheet includes crushing, washing, 
flotatinn, magnetic separation, second flotation, decantation an~ filtration. 

L.~=\ / ---
§] 

JACU,IRAHCA 'LAPIT- COHC•HTRAnOH PROCllSS nowsH•rr 

It will therefore be no surprise to learn that beneficiation is much m0re 
expensive than the mine itself, which is really little more than a quarry. The 
following table gives a breakdown of the investment costs for the five Brazilian 
plants (total cost of the order of $500 million for a combined production ca~acity 
of! 3,500,000 tons per year). 
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•u;utwW!ftt ea.ts 
(1911bBs) 

Mine 
Cnnhlng • stor1ge 
Canantration + re1gent1 
SlufTJ plpeDne 
Water + taDi~s 
Filtering + dryi~ 
Ma~ and utilities facilities 
Inf ras11"Udure 

Total far equipnient and ._.llation 

E~b'leerl,. and projects 
Pre-operational expenses 
Finmncl,. npenses 

Total lnwest11itftt 

'·' 10.J 
11.2 

'·' '·' 7.J .. , 
7.0 

12.6 
IJ.7 ,.) 

100.0 

While stili rather high, the production cost is nevertheless acceptable 
at $24 per ton in direct costs, to which depreciation of $11 must be added (see 
details below). 

...... casts 

Ott 
Consumption Materials 
Electric EMI'~ 
Royal ties 

l'lndcmb 

Opere~ lat.our 
Maintenance labour 
MalnteMnOe materials 
Indirect c:o1t1 

Total f« mollt cu11cen1nte 
OU !uel for dryl" 

Total for dried oono&1bate 
Depreciation 

T.-.VJ 

~ Opd•tlrc c.ts 
CUSS/tanM C1011C&•11 aeel 

10.H 
1.72 
2.97 
0.'9 

IUI 

'·" 

( ... I) 

2'.7' 
I.JS 
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IV.4.2. Sedimentary phosphates 

IV.4.2.1. With aainly siliceous gangue 

After the usual grinding, sizing and washing operations, benef iciation is 
carried out by a conventional and well-tested flotation process, specially 
developed, among others, for the Florida deposits. 

••"''--, ___ _ ____ 
, __ ,,_ 

Te ...... ..... 

Figure 2 

Flowsheet of a typical Florida beneficiation plant, using 
hydrocyclone desliaing and silica separation by flotation 

. ., ....... 

WIT 
llCICI mlllMI 

•ISO• ------------- ,. , .. _ ... ..-

·....... 

LO&OOVT 

l 
..... 
C•••••C .... -. 

In former times beneficiation of these ores was confined to cases where the 
gangue was suitable for enrichment by abrasion and washing. Recent developments 
have resulted in two different methods: 

Flotation, which is not yet fully mastered as a commercial process. This can 
be illustrated by a study of the Indian ore of Jamarkhotra. !/ Trials showed 

!/ Information taken from a lecture given in late 1985 by Mr. R. Chaudhuri, 
Project Co-ordinator at Rajasthan State Mines and Minerals. 
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that the aost prom1s1ng approach consisted in fine grinding (under 70 aicrons) 
followed by two-stage flotation, the first to remove the silica, the second to get 
rid of the 11a9nesiu• (cf. the diagra• below). 

etNSMED ORE: 

l 
ORINOING 

l 
SIZING 

L 

t 
COARSE 'RACTION . i FIN! FRACTION . 

FIRST FLOATATIOM 

BULK CONCtNTRATE 

i 
SECOND FLOATATION 

i 
OOLOMIT ! REJECT 

BULK 

CIRCUIT 

ACID 

CIRCUIT 

This circuit was tested on a 60-ton batch on a small-scale trial basis. 
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9.3. The i•portant steps involved in this process were: 

(a) Grinding the LGO to the fineness required for liberation of the main 
•ine1al constituents; 

(b) Conditioning of the ground product with a fat acid ~alt as collector and 
reduction in the silica content by subjecting the ground product to flotation 
(silica depression) after it has been disli•ed (the fine fraction of the ground 
product is not subject to flotation at this stage); 

(c) Selective disorption of collector on phosphatic grains in the floated 
product and the fine fraction by action of phosphoric acid with sulphuric acid and 
re110val of doloaite in froths. The non-floated product is the phosphate 
concentrate. 

Since the process was entirely new, it was decided not to 90 straight into 
industrial production, but to proceed on a pilot basis by processing 200 tons per 
day, which gave the following results: 

Calcination 

From e1oe1ts 

f.!!j! (Average) 

P205 

~10 2 
MgO 

00£ TYPES TESTED 
D c 8 

16 17 18 - 20 u - 13 

2 4 

12- - 13 

2 

8 

4 2 

10 13 

4 

l~ 

34 36 34 36 

4 6 4 - 6 
1.4 1.4 

34 36 

4 5 
1.-8-1.9 

When cheap energy i~ available, decarbonation by calcining followed by 
washing of the oxides is a useful •ethod; it is usually done in a rotary kiln at a 
temperature of 

This operation was chosen for the exploitation of the Djebel-Onk deposits in 
Algeria (fluidized bed calciner) and the Akashat deposits in Iraq (kiln). In 
Akashat the flow sheet consists of h0909enization, crushing, screening, cal~1ning 
(two rotary kilns of 6.0 x 6.6 x 145 a), quenching and washing. This plant 
processes 3.4 million tpy of crude with a 21 per cent P205 content to produre 
1.6 million tpy of concentrate with a 31 per cent P205 content. 

When all that is required is to eliminate the organic material, a fluidized 
bed calciner is perfectly adequate (ioussoufia, Morocco). Fuel consu~ption is in 
inverse proportion to the volume of organic material. 
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V. NON-coNVEN'l'IOHAL FERTILIZERS FROM LOW-GRADE PHOSPHATE ROCKS 

The non-conventional phosphatic aaterial that can be used for fertilizing 
purposes can be classified in three categories: 

V-A: Materials for direct application (without che•ical treat•ent): 

1. Finely qround phosphate rock; 

2. Phosphate rock after subjection to tberaal treat•ent: 

2.1. Iron-alu•iniua phosphates calcined at low teaperature, 

2.2. Phosphate rock calcined at high teaperature; 

V-B: Materials having undergone a siaple che•ical change: 

3. Single superphosphate (SSP); 

4. Under-acidulated derivatives: 

4.1. Single superphosphate + phosphate rock or Kotka superphosphate, 

4.2. Partially acidulated phosphate rock (PAPR); 

5. Humifert; 

V-C: Materials having undergone a biochemical transfor•ation: 

6. Coaposting; 

7. Biosuper. 

V.l. Finely ground phosphate rock 

To the extent that a finely ground phosphate is effective in the function of 
supplying phosphorus to plants, it is - obviously - the cheapest of the phosphatic 
fertilizers since the only preparation required is the grinding of the rock. 

However, as there is no conversion of the rock, its natural properties will 
fundaaentally influence its fertilizing capability. 

The reactivity of the phosphate present in the rock can ~e tested by •eans of 
reagents such as citric acid, foraic acid and neutral and alkaline a1111<>niu• 
citrates. 

It should be kept in •ind that: 

Amaoniu• citrate• were developed in order to distinguish the soluble P2o5 
of superphosphates and other fertilizer• from apatitic P205 as it occurs 
in the rock; 

Citric solubility was c~osen in order to identify the soluble P205 in the 
basic slag; 

Poraic solubility was developed specifically to assess the P2o5 reactivity 
of phosphate rocks. 
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To gain an idea of the correlation between theae differer.t solubilities and 
the agronomic efficiency of the products, one .. Y refer to table l below, devoted 
to United States phosphate rocks. !/ 

Table l 

solubility of phosphate rocks in various extractants 
coapared with agronomic efficiency !I 

. Rock source 

North Horth Central 
carolina Florida Florida Tennessee Idaho Missouri 

Total P205 30.5 32.4 32.7 30.7 32.5 34.7 

' of total P2Q5 extracted 

Allaoniu• citrate, pH 7 ~/,£/ 26.1 20.4 16.2 U.9 11.5 1.4 
Citric acid, 2' 49.6 29.7 25.7 25.3 23.8 6.0 
Foraic acid, 2\ 85.8 30.3 28.0 21.3 33.1 5.0 
Allaoniu• citrate, pH 3 ~/ 81.1 '8.4 42.3 31.5 27.9 5.3 

Relative agronoaic efficiency, TSP = 100 d/ 

Rice !.I 84 '6 37 6 24 0 
Corn !/ 77 41 34 10 33 1 

~/ Proa unpublished co-operative studies by IFDC and 'rVA. 

~/ Aaaoniua citrate solution concentration was equivalent to 185 g of citric 
acid per litre. 

£/ Extracted 30 minutes at 65°C (AOAC aethod). All others extracted l hour 
at rooa teaperature. 

~ Yield response expressed as percentage of reaponae to TSP. 

!f Greenhouae experiaent: Engelstad, O.P., A. Jugaujinda aud 
S.K. De Datta. 1974. SOil Science Society of Aaerica Proceedings, 38:524-529. 

!I Greenhouse experiaent: Khaaavneh, P.O., TVA unpubliahed inforaation. 

Tables 2 and 3 hereafter incorporate, additionally, rock• froa other 
countries, the beat known for this type of use being the Tunisian Gafaa rock. 

!/ The tables hereunder are taken frot1 the Fertilizer Manual published by 
UNIDO in 1980, the preparation of which was directed by Travis P. Hignett, then 
Special Consultant to the International Fertilizer Develop11ent Center IFDC. 



Rock source 

Bulla, Colombia 
Pesca, Colombia 
Sechura, Peru 
Gafsa, Tunisia 
North Carolina 
Central Florida 
Tennessee 
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Table 2 

Reactivity scales of the phosphate rocks 
as •easured by various methods 

Soluble P2Q5, \ of rock 
Neutral 
amaoniu• 2' 2\ pB 3 

Total P2o5 citrate Citric For•ic Amaoniu• 
in rock, ' 1st 2nd acid acid citrate 

20.9 0.8 3.4 5.2 6.2 10.5 
19.8 1.9 1.9 7.0 5.3 8.5 
30.0 5.3 5.4 15.2 21.8 24.1 
30.0 4.9 5.6 14.1 22.4 21.1 
29.9 7.2 6.7 15.9 25.7 24.8 
32.7 3.0 3.2 8.4 8.2 14.0 
30.1 2.6 2.7 8.8 6.9 9.8 

Absolute 
citrate 

solubility 

' a/ 

12.2 
9.7 

14.9 
18.5 
19.8 
10.1 
5.1 

!/ Solubility of P205 in neutral A111K>niu• citrate as deter•ined by a •ethod 
iescribed in reference (4). 

Table 3 

Relative dry matter yield of crop response 
to seven phosphate rocks 

Relative dry matter yield, \ 
Rock sample Guinea grass !/ Beans ~/ Cassava 

Huila u 82 90 
Pesca 30 60 88 
Sechura 100 92 
Gafaa 85 90 100 
North Carolina 88 100 98 
Central Florida 57 78 92 
Tennessee 38 67 86 
No P (check) 0 u u 

!I Greenhouse experi•ent. 

~ Field experiaent. 

~/ 

From the ~bove one can deduce the correlatio~ coefficients between reactivity 
and fertilization (see table ~ hereunder). 
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Table 4 

Correlation of various reactivity scales of the 
phosphate rocks and the dry aatter yields of 

guinea grass and beans 

Method of evaluation 

Neutral a11a<>niu• citrat• a/ 
Neutral aaaoniua citrate .!!f 
2\ citric acid 
2\ foraic acid 
Allmoniu• citrate, pB 3 
Absolute citrate solubility 

~/ First extraction. 

~/ Second extraction. 

Correlation coefficient, r 
Guinea grass ~ 

0.867 
0.927 
0.921 
0.944 
0.984 
0.811 

0.778 
0.961 
0.774 
0.879 
0.910 
0.874 

Moreover, in this case the field experiment with beans was continued over 
three harvests covering a period of 18 aonths. The results shoved that the 
relative agronoaic efficiency (RAE) of the ground phosphate rocks, as coapared with 
triple superphosphate (TSP), increases with tiae. 

?.AE of phosphate rocks 

1st crop 
2nd crop 
3rd crop 
Total, 3 crops 

High 
reactivity 

90 
105 
115 
105 

Mediu• 
reactivity 

71 
65 
95 
77 

reactivity 

29 
40 
85 
Sl 

As indicated in section J.9 above, the agronoaic value of a fertilizer varies 
not only with its own reactivity, but also with the nature of the soil: pB, 
percentage of organic aatter, type of soil and type of crop, developing a specific 
aggressivity for phosphate rock. 

The aain advantage of finely ground phosphate rock, applied directly, is its 
low coat (this aay be less than 50 per cent of that of iaported TSP), the low 
capital investaent, the low requireaent of •killed labour and the absence of 
cheaical reagents. 

An inconveni~nce noted is the dusty appearance of the product; this can be 
li•ited at the cost of an additional operation: granulation or, preferably, 
•ini-granulation. 

V.2. Phosphate• having undergone theraal treat .. nt 

Half-way between the rustic technology of ground phosphate• and the •ore 
sophisticated technology of conventional che•ical fertilizers, theraal treat•ent 
aay •••t certain local fertilization needs if an appropriate ore and cheap energy 
are available locally. 
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v.2.1. Iron-aluainiua phosphate rocks calcined at low teaperature 

As iron-aluainiua phosphate rocks generally contain cheaically bound water, 
their calcination in a kiln at low teaperature (S00-600•c) breaks up the basic 
aolecule. The best known case is the Thies ore in Senegal, which is industrially 
calcined to give a fertilizer nailed Phospal. Below will be found some explanations 
taken froa the producer's inforaation sheets. 

V.2.1.1. Rav aaterial 

Phojpal coaes from an ore ained near Thies, Senegal, where abundant reserves 
of a £•~ aaterial with a constant phosphoric acid content have been located: over 
100 aillion tons on a concession of 30,000 ha. 

This ore is a double (calciua and aluainiua) phosphate. Its foraation is 
explained by the action of water in the ground on calciua phosphates deposited, at 
the beginning of the tertiary era, a.ong clay sediaents. 

Mineralogists have distinguished coaplex crystalline phases such as pallite 
and pseudowavellite (CaAl3(P04)2(0H)5, H20). 

The che•ical analysis of the ore will be found hereunder. 

COMPOSITION OP THE ORE 

Phosphoric acid (P205) 
Aluaina (Al203) 
Calciu• oxide (CaO) 
Iron oxide (Pe203) 

! 
29.5 
30.5 

9 
10 

Total silica (Si02) 
Titaniua oxide (Ti02> 
Fluorine (P2) 
Cheaically bound water 
Mi see llaneous 

Quantitative analysis carried out on the dried ore at i1o•c. 

V.2.1.2. M&nufacture of Phospal 

! 
2.5 
1.5 
0.8 

15.5 
0.7 

A. The crushed ore is calcined in a kiln. This results in fundaaental changes in 
the rock's structure: 

Physical changes: Dissociation of the coaplex and dense crystals of the ore, 
giving way to a new structure with saaller aolecules whose ability to react 
with soil solutions is thus enhanced; 

Cheaical changes: The iron is ta~.en out of the phosphatic aolecule as free 
iron oxide, which gives Phospal its red ochre colour. In addition, the 
departure of the cheaically bound water (initially 15.5 per cent) results in 
an increase in the P2o5 content. 

These transforaations have two consequences: 

One is chemical: the phosphoric acid beco•es largely soluble in a .. oniu~ 
cit rat&; 

The other is agronoaic: the fertilizing value is created. 

The following results de11<>nstrate the effect of t~e treataent of the ore 
(experiaent on oats in a calcareous clay loaa soil): 
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Reference without phosphoric acid 
. (ore: 300 kg/ha 

5aae fineness (Phospal: 300 kg/ha 

llArvest per vessel 
(dry aatter) 

4 g 
5 g 

24 g 

B. To complete the aanufacture, the calcined .. terial is ground (Ir~ aesh). 

V.2.1.3. Characteristics of Phospal 

Composition• 

A. Principal and secondary constituer.ts 

Al203 
cao 
Fe203 
Si02 
Ti02 
MgO 

Loss on ignition 
and aiscellaneous 

B. Oligo-eleaents 

34' (of which 26' is soluble in 
Joulie a11110niua citrate) 

35, 
10.4, 
11.5, 
2.9, 
1.7, 
0.3, 

4.2, 

(a) Minor eleaents rec09nized as being useful: zinc, copper, aanganese, 
aolybdenum, cobalt, boron. 

(b) Other trace eleaents: vanadiua, chroaium, nickel, lead, tin. 

Only the phosphoric acid is guaranteed; the percentages of the other 
constituents, which aay vary slightly, are given only for inforaation. 

V.2.2. Phosphates calcined at high teaperature 

A variety of phosphatic fertilizers can be prepared fro• low-grade rock by 
reactions taking place at hign teaperatures which destroy apatite structures and 
allow recombination of phosphate into aore reactive coapounds of higher 
solubility. Many of these substances have a long history of being used in 
agriculture but have been displaced in recent years by high-analysis fertilizers 
with water-soluble phosphate. 

The best-known products of this type are defluorinated phosphate rock, basic 
slag, fused calciua-aagnesiu• phosphate and Rhenania phosphate. Most of the above 
are prepared froa phosphate rocks, alone or adaixed with various inorganic 
reagents, and aost of the apatite dacoaposition reactions are accoapanied by the 
evolution of fluorine. 

These coapounds obtained at high te•peratures are not to be confused with the 
calcined phosphates obtained froa high-grade rock. The latter undergo a milder 
treat•ent at te•peratures between 6SO•c and l,Ooo•c, which do not destroy the 

• The inforaation above concerns Phospal 34. 
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apatite structure. This basically prOllOtes a phase transition froa francolite-type 
apatites to the aore stable and hence less reactive fluorapatite fora. 

While preaiua-grade phosphate rocks lack sufficient quantities of accessory 
ainerals to proaote a significant degree of apatite decoapo~ition during 
calcination, low-grade phosphate rocks, on the other hand, which llAY contain as 
auch as 30-CO per cent of accessory ainer~ls, generally supply products that have 
greater reactivity than the original rock thanks to the presence of phosphate 
coapounds foraed during calcination. 

COllllercial theraal phosphate products are prepared f roa aixtures of phosphate 
rocks or concentrates and selected reagents in the stoichioaetric proportions to 
yield specific products of a vitreous or crystalline nature. 

The small group of possible reagents is listed hereunder. 



Silica and silicates 

Ouartz, opal !/ 
Feldspar 
Olivine, serpentine !/ 

(Mg silicate) 

Phosphates 

B3P04 
Alkali phosphates 
AlP04.nB20 !/ 

Table 4 

REACTANTS USED TO DECOMPOSE APATITES 

Halides 

Chlorides (Na,Ca,K,Mg) !/ 
KM9Cl3.6H20 (carnallite) !/ 

Alkali metals 

Carbonates (Na,K) 
Sulphates (Na,K,NH4) 
Silicates (Na,K type) !/ 
Hydroxides (Na,K) 

!/ Denotes reactants that •ay occur in natural association with apatite in phosphate rocks. 

Alkaline earths 

CaC03, CaM9(C03)2 !/ 
CaS04.2H20 (9ypsum) !/ 
Mg(Na,K)2(S04)2.4H20 !/ 

1,,.,1 
U1 
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Many traditional diluent& of low-grade phosphates are found in this list; 
soae types of low-grade phosphate rock may thus require little adjustaent for the 
preparation of certain particular types of thermal phosphate, whereas they may be 
totally unusable for either direct application or cheaical fertilizer aanufacture. 

The varieties of thermal phosphate products can be grouped on the basis of 
structural type and cheaical coaposition as shown in the table below. 

Idealized coaposition 

(Ca.Mg)3(P04)2 
Ca4C(PC4)2 
Ca!iaP04 
CaKP04 

Ca7P2Si20l6 
(Ca,Mg)-P2Si2016 
Ca5Na2(P,Si)4016 

n n+ 
where n ? 2 

Table 5 

Types of theraal phosphate products 

Structural type 

cl., /I-TCP; whitlockite; glasses 
Bilgenstockite; basic slags 
Crystalline •Rhenania• coapounds 

Nagelschllitite series of solid 
solutions 

Silicocarnotite series of solid 
solutions 

Polyphosphates 

Chlorospodiosite 

Reagents !/ 

None 
Alkaline earths 
Alkalis 

Silica, 
Mg silicateis 

Silica, 
silicates 

Phosphates 

Halides 

!/ Accessory mineral components in phosphate rock may supply part or all of 
the necessary reactants. 

v.2.2.1. Defluorinated phosphates 

There is a substantial production of defluorinated phosphates in Japan (about 
~00,000 tons/year). 

Ground, high-grade rock is aixed with small proportions of calcium carbonate 
or sulphate and phosphoric acid. The aixture is calcined in a rotary kiln 
(diameter; 2.7 a; length: 45 a), and gives a product containing 38-42 per cent 
P2o5 of which over 90 per cent is soluble in 2 per cent citric acid and 
85-90 per cent is soluble in neutral aaaonium citrate solution. Practically all 
the fluorine is driven off and recovered in the fora of sodium bifluoride 
(NaBF2). The principal phosphate coapound in the product is tricalciua 
phosphate. Requirements per ton of product containing 41-42 per cent total 
P2o5 are: 

Phosphate rock (37\ P205) 
Wet-process acid 
Sodium carbonate 
Heavy fuel oil 

900 kg 
95 kg of P205 

120 kg 
200 kg 

N.B. In the United States of America, this type of product is mainly used in 
animal feed. 
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v.2.2.2. Basic slag 

This is a by-product of the steel industry. Iron made frort high-phosphorus 
ore is converted to steel in a Thoaas converter by oxidation in .~ontact with a 
basic (high CaO) slag. It is aainly in western Europe that this product is 
obtained; the range of coaposition is: 

P205 15-20\ 
Si02 4-6' 
Cao 42-50~ 

MnO 3-6' 
Al203 0.5-2.5\ 
MgO 2-n 
Fe 9-13\ 

85-90 per cent of the P205 is soluble in 2 per cent citric acid; 
this P205 is present as calciu• silicophosphates-silicocarnotite 
(5Ca0-P205-Si02) and nagelschaitite (7Ca0-P205-2Si02l· 

The consumption of agricultural-grade basic slag was still equivalent to 
1.2 million tons of P205 in 1973. As a result of the use of low-phosphorus 
ores and changes i~1 steelaaking processes, this quantity has decreased 
drastically; it amounted to less than 600,000 tons in 1977, and is practically nil 
at the present time. 

This shows that the slag is regarded as a good fertilizer on acid soils; it 
is also still valued for its liming effect and micro-nutrient content. 

It is applied in a finely ground state or granulated with potash. 

V.2.2.3. Fused calcium magnesium phosphate (CMP) 

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) has developed a process in which a 
mixture of phosphate rock and olivine or serpentine (magnesiu• silicate) is fused 
in an electric furnace (850 kWh/ton). The molten product is quenched with water 
(10 tons of quench water, which may be recycled, is required per t0n of product) 
and used in a finely divided state as a fertilizer. The product is a calcium 
magnesium phosphate glass containing 20 per cent P205 and 15 per cent KJO. 
Over 90 per cent of the product is soluble in citric acid after grinding (70\ finer 
than 150 microns). 

~he main compositions of the reagents used are: 

Olivine 
Serpentine 
Garnierite 
M~gnesite 

(Mg,Fe)2Si04 
Mg3H4Si209 
(Mg,Ni )H2Si04 
MgC03 

Greenhouse tests by the United States Department of Agriculture have shown 
that the product is, on the average, more effective than superphosphate when used 
on acid soils. It al~o has a liming value equivalent to 0.5-0.7 tons of calcium 
carbonate per ton of material, and the magnesium oxide content is available to 
grc·dng plants. In some situations, the soil-soluble silica may be an advantage. 

CMP is prcduced in several plants in Japan, where the annual production is 
500,000 tons. It is also produced in Korea, Taiwan, China, Brazil and South Africa. 
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V.2.2.4. Rhenania phosphate 

This is made by calcining a mixture of phosphate rock, sodium carbonate and 
silica in a rotary kiln, at l,250°C. Enough sodium is used to form the compound 
CaNaP04 and enough silica to form ca2sio4 , with the excess calciun•. Typical 
charge proportions are one part of sodiua carbonate to three parts of phosphate 
rock plus enough silica to raise the Si02 content of the product to about 
10 per cent. 

The product contains 2H-30\ P205 which is nearly all soluble in neutral or 
alkaline ammonium cit=ate solution, even though aost of the fluorine reaains in the 
product. 

It is used in pulverized form or granulated with potash. 

The overall reaction is assumed to be: 

Requirements per ton of 0-29-0 product are: 

PhosphatP rock, 38.7\ P205 749 kg 
Soda ash 289 kg 
Sand, 97\ Si02 77 kg 
Electricit:y 36 kWh 
Steam 10 kg 
Fuel oil 66 kg 

The product has been reported to be substantially more effective than 
superphosphate on several acid tropical soils in Costa Rica, Liberia, the Congo, 
Zaire and Malawi. This superiority is probabiy due to the product's alkalinity and 
resistance to fixation by the soil. The sodium and soil-soluble silica may also be 
beneficial. 

V.2.2.5. Other products mentioned 

Calcium metaphosphate: developed by TVA, which produced about 1 million 
tons. Dependence on elemental phosphorus made the cost prohibitive. 

Chlorospodiosite, Ca2ClP04 (33.7\ P205): research has been conducted 
on this at TVA and IFDC, because its aelting point is low (600°C as against 
l,1UO-l,400°C for other salts). However, this product has not (yet?) reached the 
commercial production stage. 

Magnesium phosphates: a pilot process has been developed by Israel Mining 
Industries (IMI). 

Ca10F2(P04)6 + lOKCl.MgCl2.6H20 => 3Mg3(P04)2 + MgF2 + lOCaCl2 + lOKCl + 60820 
(phosphate rock) (carnallite) 

Much of the information used in the drafting of this chapter has been taken 
from the Fertilizer Manual already mentioned, and from the text of a lecture by 
Mr. Roy and Mr. McClellan of IFDC, whose source could not be found but which is 
less than five years old. 

' ---- -
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The reaction takes place at 400°C; the final product is washed with water to 
remove the calciua and potassiua chlorides, and the remaining solid, consisting 
mainly of triaagnesiua phosphate, is dried. 

The final product is a first-class fertilizer, auch too sophisticated to be of 
interest to us in considering the use of low-grade phosphates. 

V.3. Single superphosphate (SSP) 

Produced by reaction of the phosphate rock and sulphuric acid, without any 
separation of the reaction products: 

Ca10F2(P04)6 + 7B2S04 + 3820 => 3Ca(B2P04)2.B20 + 7CaS04 + 2BF 
fluorapatite aonocalciua calciua 

phosphate sulphate 

The advantages of SSP are: 

The process is siaple, requiring little technological skill and capital 
investment; 

The economies of scale are minor, so that small plants can be economical; 

Since the plant is not expensi~e, it pays for itself even without continuous 
utilization; in fact, aany SSP plants operate on a seasonal schedule; 

The fertilizer effectiveness of SSP is unquestioned; in fact, it is a 
standard of comparison for other fertilizers; 

SSP supplies two secondary elements, sulphur and calcium, which are sometimes 
deficient in the soil. 

After :eaction, the product is dumped in a den for a period from half an hour 
to a few hours to allow the solidification which results from the crystallization 
of monocalcium phosphate. Then it is excavated and sent to the curing pile for a 
few weeks to complete the reactions and so reduce the free acidity. 

For many years, SSP was produced by batch-mixing methods (see figure 1 
below). Most modern plants use continuous aixing and denning processes (see 
figure 2 below). 

The operating requirements per ton of SSP are, for example: 

626 kg phosphate rock 
390 kg sulphuric acid 
100 kg water 

3 kWh electricity (plus rock grinding, at a rate of 
7-25 kWh per ton of rock) 

0.15 man-hours, operating labour 
0.015 man-hours, supervision 
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V.4. Under-acidulated derivatives 

V.4.1. SSP + phosphate rock or Kotka superphosphate 

The naae comes frOll the city in Finland vhere the pre.duct vas originally aade. 

Advantages: little curing is needed 
the free acid content is lov 

The effectiveness of this product is equal to that of equivalent aaounts of 
fully acidulated superphosphate plus rav phosphate rock applied separately. 

A typical cheaical c<>11position, coapared vith those for superphosphates, is 
given in table I belov. 

Table I 

Coaposition of single superphosphates 

Coaposition, ' by veight 

Water Free 
Source of rock Tot-a! Available soluble acid !!2Q cao S03 ~2Q3 F 

Florida 19.9 19.6 17.5 2.4 5.9 27.1 28.4 1.3 
Florida 

(granular) 21.5 20.7 17.4 0.6 1.1 30.5 30.7 2.3 1.6 
Morocco 19.8 18.8 2.0 8.4 
Morocco 21.4 20.2 1. 7 9.8 
ocean Island 22.8 20.8 4.6 10.6 
Morocco and 

Kola 
(Kotka) !_/ 22.8 14.6 Q/ 14.5 1.3 8.9 

~/ Superphosphate plus additional phosphate rock. 

~/ Alkaline citrate soluble. 

V.4.2. Partially acidulated phosphate rock (PAPR) 

Developed soae 12 years ago by IFDC, this fertilizer has aet with soae success 
in several tropical countries. 

When a phosphate rock cannot be directly applied owing to insufficient 
reactivity, partial acidulation, i.e. treataent by a fraction (expressed as a 
percentage) of the stoichioaetric acid quantity, will iaprove solubility to a 
degree that is a function of the degree of acidulation. 
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Fig. 3: Theorekal Ehd of AdcHllia 1 Degree on W3ler-Soluble 
P10sn Addul .. 1d .....,._Rock 

The economical choice is to acidify using sulphuric acid, and there are two 
possible routes: 

Production of a powdery product or •run-of-pile• (ROP), with or without 
post-granulation (see figure 4 below); 

Single-step production of a granular product by a plant with combined 
acidulation-granulation (see figure 5 below). 

Process variables 

The behaviour of phosphates during acidulation can hardly be forecast because 
of the complexity of the reactions and the influence of associated compounds, so 
that preliminary testings are necessary to select the best operating conditions for 
each phosphate. 

It will be noted that so•e rocks unsuitable for SSP manufacture may very well 
be suitable for partial acidulation. The latter is well adapted to low-grade ores. 

This is the case for instance, according to IFDC, with the Kodjari rnck in 
Burkina Faso; this sedimentary-type rock, containing high levels of silica, iron 
and aluminium, is very unreactive and quite unsuitable for SSP manufacture. 
Acidulation of this rock beyond 50 per cent results in a paste-like material and, 
moreover, the presence of iron and aluminium gives reaction products which decrease 
the availability of phosphorus (see tables II and III below). The lower the 
reactivity of the rock, the more diluted the acid must be (for example, 
60-75 per cent as com~ared with 75-90 per cent for soft rocks), and the more 
limited is the acidulation possible before the point is reached where free acid 
makes the product sticky. It should also be noted that the powdery product, which 
has a curing time, accepts higher acidulation degrees than the one-step process. 
In addition, a decline in the solubility of the P205 takes place after several 
weeks or when too high temperatures are reached during drying (over 120°C). These 
properties are illustrated by tables II and III below. 
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Table II 

Maximum acidulation degree predicted for various 
phosphate rocks according to PAPR process 

Predicted acidulation 
Source rock Reactivity• Run-of pile 

Huila, Colombia Medium 100 
Kodjari, Burkina Faso Low 60 
Media Luna, Colombia Low 100 
Pare W, Niger Low 100 
Pesca, Colombia Medium 100 
Tahoua, Niger Medium 60 
Tilemsi Valley, Mali Medium 70 

* Low = Neutral ammonium citrate-soluble P20s 0-3\ 
Medium = Neutral amaonium citrate-soluble P20s 3-6\ 

Table III 

Single 

Influence of curing (aging) on P2Q5 solubility 
in granular PAPR products 

P,O, Sel11WU11 Free KW Free 
T«al ••••r-MluMe NAC-MluMcf .......... ( .. P,O,) -Hr 

Kodjeri (lurltino faMI) 
Fmh• SO 110 6.5 J.O 9.5 ... ... 
~·· so IU u u 1.7 <0.1 2.0 
T alcm'i V1llcJ (M.Ji) 
Frnh• JO 22.7 66 4.1 11.4 2.1 u 
~d·· JO 2ll 2.6 u I) <0.1 :.2 

degree (\) 
step granul-sr 

30 
40 
70 
60 
30 
40 
so 

Fc,01 Al,01 

u 40 

6} H 

Tahoua(N1~r) ------------10:1 ·- .. ll--
Aced I d•J SO 

AccdlWttk '° 
A..ia-dl SO 
"•~d ) _,h, so 
At!d 6 _'!!Onfh'_ -- - - - - -- ~ -
t Eacludn ........ 1ublc p ,o. rrection 

• AMirmt c1e1 .r prodUC'lion 
•• AMlr..t J wccb-12 -"''.rm production 
MNMNllibk 

V.S. Humifert 

22.6 6.5 
22.4 6.6 
22.1 5.9 
22 4 4.7 
22) 4.5 

l.9 9.4 I.I u 
u 9.9 0.9 I.I 
l7 9.6 O.J 1.9 
4.0 1.7 0.1 ... 
u 9.6 <0.1 1.6 

------

During the Global Preparatory Meeting held at Lome, Togo, in February 1988, 
the Humifert process was presented: !/ it is a simplified manufacture of binary NP 
fertilizer with humus. This new process is quite attractive and, if it can be 
successfully industrialized, it could provide an interesting solution in the case 
of Gome enclaved countries. 

!/ Presentation by Mr. Besnard of SOFRECHIM. 
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V.5.1. What is the route proposed? 

Considering, firstly, that phosphate dissolution can only be obtained 
econoaically by a reaction with an acid and, secondly, that aany countries have 
phosphate resources but neither sulphur nor pyrites, SOFRECBIM has looked for the 
cheapest approach in teras of investaent and of reagents. It turns out to be a 
simplified •nitric route•. 

For the nitric reaction, one needs a weight of aaaonia about equal to the 
weight of sulphur that would be needed to dissolve a given weight of pbosphate: 
drastically simplifying the operations required to produce high-grade fertilizers 
by this route, it is possible to i .. gine aini-plants suitable for operations in 
developing countries. 

The si•plification in question essentially concerns tvo points: 

(1) Manufacture in situ of the nitric acid required and the resulting 
eliaination of the need for the absorption coluans of conventional nitric 
acid plants; 

(2) Addition to the products reacted of an absorption aediu• based on organic 
aatter which results both in an accelerated absorption of nitrous oxides 
and in the solidification of the slurry produced by the nitric reaction 
of the phosphates, which look like a vet coapost. 

As organic base, one can use agricultural wastes such as tree-tops, bagasse, 
straw (rice, cotton, etc.), peat or even lignite. The end product will have an N/P 
ratio which will be a function of the basic rock concentration and of the 
CaO/P205 ratio in the rock. 

Starting fro• a 26 per cent P2o5 rock, the average coaposition will be 
around 5 per cent nitrogen and 14 per cent P205, water and citrate soluble, or 
altogether 19 per cent fertilizing aaterials (on dry .. tter). 

This concentration coapares with that of the •superphosphates• aanufactured 
from similarly concentrated rocks which contain about 18 per cent P205, while 
in the fertilizer cbtained through the nitric route there is soae directly 
available nitric nitrogen besides a significant aaount of P205. 

V.5.2. Agronoaic value of the Huaifert fertilizer 

Many coaparative tests have shown the agronoaic efficiency of the Buaifert 
fertilizer. 

The trials, carried out by various agronoaic institutes, generally following 
the Standford and Kent aethod, compared the results obt•ined with the Buaifert 
fertilizer and the results obtained with fertilizers manufactured fro• various 
phosphate rocks by classical routes. 

For exaaple, the following products were obtained with t~o completely 
different rocks: 



Ore: 

Content of P20s 
cao 
Si02 
Pe203 + Al203 
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Relative quantity of dry organic aatter produc~d 
under identical conditions with: 

Buaifert fertilizer 
Nitric acid reaction fertilizer 
Partially acidulated sulphuric reaction fertilizer 
Reference without fertilizer 

C&se l 

Ancient 

27 
34 
25 

3 

!97 
185 
173 
100 

Case 2 

Recent 

31 
46 

9 
9.S 

186 
173 
171 
100 

This fertilizer has the advantage of bringing to the soil organic aaterials 
which iaprove the soil's structure and which proaote the absorption of aineral 
substances by the plants by keeping the aetals (Fe, Al) as chelateE. which avoids 
the degradation of the rock to the insoluble state. These organi~ aaterials also 
recycle a portion of the potassiua taken away by the crops; this eleaent vould 
otherwise be lost. 

V.6. Coaposting 

The basic principle consists in subaitting agricultural wastes ~ssava, rice 
straw, etc.j to feraentation in order to produce organic acids (citric, lactic, 
oxalic, humic, etc.) which can be mixed and coaposted with phosphate rock and 
supply a product whose phosphate is aore available. This technology would be 
accessible to the farmer alone or to saall co-operacives; it would offer the 
advantage of increasing the availability of the phosphates fro• local rocks without 
iaportation of costly reagents. 

V.7. Biosuper 

Research carried out during this decade has shown that rock-sulphur, 
rock-py~ites and rock-urea mixtures give pr011ising results under certain 
agro-cliaatic conditions. In •ddition, an increase in availability of sulphur t~ 
plants has been reported when the rock-sulphur mixture is inoculated with the 
sulphur-oxidizing bacteriua Thiobacillus thioxidans. 

The product obtained, called •eiosuper•, aay constitute an effective way of 
utilizing indigenous phosphate rocks if the econoaics are favourable. 
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TAILPIECE 

VI. CORCLUSIONS 

VI.l. If an African country with access to the aea and substantial accessible 
phosphate resources wishes to p~ocess the• with a view to expanding the range of 
its products on the international aarket, it aust build a vorld-cla•• cheaical 
coarlex in order to ~ competitive. 

This means a phosphoric acid plant with a capacity of at least 
250,000 tons/year of P205, at least a part of which should be proceased into 
fertilizers (DAP or TSP) while the sulphuric acid required is aupplied by a plant 
with a capacity of at least 700,000 tons/year of s2so,. 

Under the best conditions as regards infrastructure and econ<>11ic enviro1111ent, 
this means an investment of not less than 250 aillion dollars which aust 
incorporate the aost llOdern technical features in order to be coapetitive both in 
teras of quality and in teras of price. This implies for the staff a •1earning 
curve• which may last aany years; the exaaple below shows this. 

Let us take the case of a young African engineer, freshly graduated, who is 
hired by the coapany. If one is in a country that is beginning to industrialize 
its econoay, there is little chance that he will find there aanagers and assistants 
with a background in this type of industry. Experience shows that, in this case, 
the young engineer takes care of the aost urgent needs by doing part of the work of 
his assistants, which is a good way of gaining experience and thus of learning whet 
one aust know in order to give orders to one's assistants. However, without 
sufficient guidance froa the engineer's superiors, there is a danger that the 
result will be poor training and personal failure. If the saae situation occurs 
too often at different hierarchical levels, there is even a risk of failure for the 
whole tea• and for the coapany. 

It is found that the training of a normally gifted engineer beginning 
operations in an experienced environment takes about five years before be is able 
not only to understand the processes fully but also to aanage his plants in the 
opti•u• way, and to keep cool when he goes adrift, in order to be able to take the 
right decisions. It is therefore iaportant to give bis African counterpart a 
siailar training, all the aore so as he aust learn his job in a sophisticated 
technical enviro1111ent, working with costly equipment which aay be badly damaged if 
it is wrongly operated. 

The transfer of technology aust therefore be specially adapted and, in 
advance, !t aust incorporate: 

The theoretical and practical training in si•ilar industries of sufficient 
technical and ad•inistrative cadres; 

The assistance of an adequate tea• (adequate in quantity, quality and personal 
characteristics) from the contractor or the licensing coapany for the physical 
reception, the coaaissioning and the obtaining of guaranteed perforaances; 

Further guiding of the local staff by people: 

recruited fro• outside for their know-how, experience and ability to 
teach by exaaple and by word; 
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for a aission of long duration (several years if needed); 

with the clearly defined objective. in addition to their technical 
aission proper, of training the person or people who will replace the• 
and aana9e the operation subsequently. 

The cost of these iteas, to which aust be added on-site training, recycling 
courses and the lost incoae due to the slow build-up of the plant's capacity 
resulting froa the lack of experience of the personnel, amounts to a sua which aay 
vary between 25 per cent and SO per cent of the investaent if the problea is 
effectively tackled (if not, the cost will be auch greater and there is even a 
substantial risk of a total write-off). 

Although it does not represent a physical investaent in equipaent, this sua 
aust be estiaated in advance and its financing provided for in the saae aanner as. 
for exaaple, the financing of the working capital. 

In view of the very special nature of this investaent, it would even be 
conceivable for it to be covered by a specially adapted financing foraula. This 
would avoid giving the funding agencies a big surprise when, shortly after the 
coaaissioning of the plant, they are asked to share in a •recovery plan• which in 
fact has the purpose siaply of covering foreseeable expenses that were not foreseen. 

VI.2. Enclaved countries or areas having soae phosphate resources cannot, of 
course, aia at investaent on this scale. They will have to envisage processing 
technologies that are capable of supplying adequate fertilizers at costs below 
those of iaported products. 

Whatever the conditions, however, success will only be possible if, at every 
stage of the project, coaplete professionalisa is displayed: 

whether it is a aatter of assessing the phosphate ore deposit in terms of 
both quality and quantity (see chapter III), 

or of aining this deposit, 

or of converting the ore into a phosphatic fertilizer 

through beneficiation of the ore, if appropriate, 
and/or an operation aiaed at rendering the phosphorus soluble. 

Although professionalis• is essential, it is not sufficient; auch integrity 
is also needed in the appraisal of the facts in order to ensure the haraonious 
progress of the project and avoid its being skewed by the influence of different 
interests. 

This integrity •ust be based on great coapetence so that an independent 
judgaaenl can be aade on the quality of the inforaation supplied and the pertinence 
of the suggested choices. Consequently, it will be desirable for the project's 
proaoters to obtain the services of an independent expert who should be closely 
associated with the project so that he will involve hiaself personally in it. 

Ideally, this expert should be a retired person with thorough experience of 
the industry concerned; this will qualify hi• fro• many points of view, i.e: 

Availability since, having finished his main contract of eaployaent, he will 
be free f re>11 all allegiances; 

'-------------------------------------------------------------------
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Experienr.e acquired durin9 a coaplete career which confers not only •know-how• 
and ability but also the coolness that allows a correct appraisal of the facts 
and the taking of wise decisions; 

Work in an industrial environaent less sophisticated than the present 
industrial environment; 30 or 40 years ago, ... 11 plants with siaple 
technologies were still in operation, which would be auch aore aanageable for 
populations that are just discovering industrialization; 

A retired person has no career in view and is therefore natura~!y ready to 
help the rising generation. 

In short, professionalis• on the part of the consultants and the integrity of 
those in charge and their advisers aust be suppleaented by the cO!plete assuaption 
of responsibility for lucid organization of the transfer of technology, involving 
the three essential stages aentioned above, i.e. training, assistance and guidance. 

VI.3. An exaaple aay aid coaprehension. 

Let us consider a new phosphate rock which it has been decided to convert into 
SSP or PAPR. 

If one is in a ailieu without any industrial tradition, with a liaited .. rket 
and an abundant workforce, there is no need to build a sophisticated plant; on the 
contrary, one will aim at a s .. 11 capacity plant, rustic in its ~qui1>11ent and in 
its operation, and easy to aaintain; its cost will consequently be liailed - let 
us say around 10 million dollars. 

The following, for exaaple, will be recOllaended: 

A batch-mixing process, which will allow siaple volumetric aetering of the 
stoichiometric proportions of raw materials. 

Duaping of the reaction product in one or aore fixed •dens• .. de from local 
.. terials - resinous wood is one of the best anti-acid aaterialsl 

Excavation by a drag-line, i.e. standard equipment, with a liaited cost thanks 
to its mass production, easy to aaintain and also available for other tasks 
when the plant is not in operation. 

Such a unit can aeet, coapetitively, local needs for the fertilizer produced 
since: 

It is of low cost and can be paid for with a limited production; 

Although of small size, it can aeet local deaand by seasonal operation; 

Being simple in design and easy to operate, it does not call for a long 
•learning curve• and can thus be built and co .. issioned in a very short time. 

VI.4. Comment 1 

So•e people consider that there is a conflict between •eeting local needs 
through local aini-plants and the distribution of classical fertilizers by big 
plants aiming at the regional ~arket. 

This debate does not see• realistic! 
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Where the standard fertilizers can be supplied at a coapetitive ccst, !/ no 
•ini-plant will be opened. 

Where these standard fertilizers cannot be used, local production of 
lower-grade fertilizers with less solubility (slow release), containing aore 
secondary and ainor eleaents, ~an contribute to the intensification of agricultural 
production which, later on, will need aore fertilizers and, having acquired 
resources through its developaent, will be abl~ lo suppleaent its fertilizer needs 
by buying standard fertilizers froa large regional or world-class factories. 

VI.S. co .. ent 2 

There is no reason to despise the use of low-grade ferti:izers if they provide 
an econoaic solution to local fertilization probleas. The intensive use of basic 
slag in western Europe until 10 years ~go is an example, and when its role 
decreased because the supply began to dry up, new low-cost products with li~ited 
sulubility appeared, doubtless ai•ing at the saae aarket segaent. 

VI.6. ~omment 3 

The prospects for non-conventional fertilizers in Africa will depend on 
various factors, including agro-cliaatic con<litions, types of crop, the quality and 
availability of phosphatic ores and accessory aaterials, sources of energy and 
transport of raw materials and end products. 

This latter point is basic as we are dealing with low-concentration products. 

A decentralized production scheme with small, widely d~spersed plants could 
help in keeping transpor.t costs under control. 

1/ A competitive cost taking into account the need pt. ;.j. '····11tural unit 
prod~~ed, after deduction of any aasistan~e or subsidies, of ~n·~-~er kind. 
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Annex l 

Microphotograph of a polished surface of Tunisian 
Cafsa phosphate rock (by courtesy of Syres) 

CAFSA 

Dolomite 
crystals 
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P~~sphate nodules + internal fossils Phosphate nodules • organic matt~r 

It will b~ ~oted that we have here a precipitation of phosphate as nodules in 
a marine environment with subsequent crystallization of the dolomite by reaction 
with other elements outside the ore deposit. 
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Annex 2 

Microphotograph of a palished surface of Algerian Djebel Onk 
phosphate rock (by courtesy of Syres) 

120X llJE8F.L CH< 
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Ik>lomite 

Many subidiomorphic 
grains of dolomite 

As will be noted, there are important differences between this and the Gafsa 
rock, although the latter comes from a neighbouring deposit. 

The many polishing scratches, and the presence of non-rolled quartz grains and 
many subidiomorphic grains of dolomite, suggest that it will be harder than Gafsa, 
and this is confirmed in practice. 
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Annex 3 

Microphotograph of a polished surface of Moroccan Khouribga 
phosphate rock (by court~sy of Syres) 
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The presence will be noted of a great number of very small ?hosphate grains, 
while the larger grains are generally highly "zoned", which implies radial 
alterations in the mineralogical composition. 

Presence of free quartz. 
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Annex 4 

Microphotograph of a Polished surface of Central Florida 
phosphate rock {by courtesy of Syres) 

C. FUIUDA 

I. 
Pyritized phosphate 
grain (light and shiny 
points = pyrites) 

Free quartz 

It will be noted that the size of the phosphate grains is much larger than in 
the Khouribga rock; this explains the greater hardness of the Florida rock in 
spite of a fairly porous surface. 

Presence of (ree quartz and a noteworthy pyritized phosphate grain. 
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Annex 5 

Microphotograph of a POlished surface of Chinese Jianq-Chuan 
phosphate rock (by courtesy of Syres) 

JIAlG-Ol.IAN 
F:-ee quartz 

'\ 9-81 

It will be noted that this phosphate rock takes the form of rounded nodules 
with a very regular grain size (! 100 microns), which explains the large quantity 
of empty spaces (black areas with irregu~ar outlines). 

Also to be mentioned: the presence of quartz and pyrites~ 
t~e wzoning" of some phosphate nodules. 
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Annex 6 

Microphot09raph of a Polished surface of Russian Kola 
phosphate rock (by courtesy of Syres) 

The appearance of this ground magmatic phosphate rock is coapletely different 
from that of the preceding sediaentary phosphates. 

It takes the form of angular fragments of apatite crystals without any trace 
of porosity, which indicates great hardness and low reactivity. 
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